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Colour Swatches 
Available Matt Colours: 

 
Matt White 

 
Matt Black 

 
Matt  Cream 

 
Matt Silver 

 
Natural Corrugated 

 
Natural Kraft 

 
Matt Blue 

 
Matt Red 

 
Matt Hot Pink 

 
Matt Orange 

 
Matt Yellow 

 
Matt Lime Green 

 
Matt Brown 

 
Matt Enviro Green 

 
Matt Light Blue 

 
 

 
 

   

Available Gloss Colours: 

 
Gloss White 

 
Gloss Silver 

 
Gloss Gold 

 
Gloss Red 

 
Gloss Blue 

 
Gloss Black 
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100% Recycled (Earthpak) Colours: 

 
Natural Recycled 

 
Midnight Black 

 
Outback Ochre 

 
Sky Blue 

 
Gum Green 

 
Earth Brown 

  

 

Available E-Flute Colours: 

 
Natural Recycled E-Flute 

 
Natural E-Flute 

 
White E-Flute 

 
Matt Black E-Flute 

 
White Gloss E-Flute 

 
Red Gloss E-Flute 

 
Silver Gloss E-Flute 

 

 

The following cardboard finishes and colours are available where applicable: 
 

Natural ‘E’ Flute Board: A smooth and very sturdy board @ 506gsm. Natural one side; white the other. It has a very high 

recycled content. Used in our Die Cut Carton Range, and for the bases of our largest size boxes for added strength. 
 

Gloss E Flute Board: A very sturdy glossy board @ 552gsm with white liner. It has no recycled content. Used in our Large 

Box Range and Die Cut Carton Range. 
 

Natural Recycled ‘E’ Flute Board: Made from Recyclable materials, this is thicker and stronger than our natural recycled 

and Kraft board at 400gsm. It has a Kraft/brown finish both sides and is suitable for sturdier boxes. Please click on the link 

attached to see a list of box sizes available in this product.   
 

Natural Kraft Board: A very attractive natural smooth brown board with brown liner @ 457gsm. This board has good strength 

and is unique to Craftpak. It has 70% recycled content. 
 

Natural Corrugated Board: A corrugated, fluted look natural cardboard with natural reverse liner. It has good strength @ 

380 gsm and is quite a robust board. It is partly recycled. 
 

Matt Colours (excludes black matt): This range of cardboard colours has been especially printed to provide a high quality 

board (@ 409gsm) in a range of popular colours: white, cream, red, green, yellow, blue, orange, purple, pink, lime, light blue, 

light pink, light mauve, brown, silver, gold and olive. It has no recycled content. 
 

Black Matt Board: This is a very popular, high quality board with good strength @ 380gsm. It has a black reverse liner. 
 

Gloss Colours (excludes white gloss): This is the same board as used in our matt coloured range (409 gsm) but with a very 

high gloss cello glazed poly finish, improving both appearance and handling qualities. It may be wiped with a moist cloth. 

Available in a range of colours: gold, silver, red, blue and black. 
 

White Gloss and White Matt: An excellent quality and very popular board (360gsm) which is covered with a cello glazed poly 

finish in both the high gloss poly (for white gloss) and a matt poly (for white matt). 
 

White Gloss (as used in the White Gloss Box Range): This is a white gloss board (300gsm), which is slightly lighter in weight 

than our cello glazed white gloss (360gsm). 
 

For more information please visit our website www.craftpak.com.au 
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